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The biographical narrative contains a relevant cultural dimension, with identity marks that help 
us to better understand human society. In addition to being a document with historical value, 
with its own aesthetic and with various topics, such as moral values, paideia, physis, religion, 
customs or myth, the biography, from Plutarch to Eunapius of Sardis, allows us to deepen our 
knowledge about the portrait of the politician, as a public figure, but also in his private life. 

The main objective of our panel is to create a space for reflection on the breadth of the concept 
of politikos, both in the cultural and social dimension, but also as an active member of the 
community. 

Topics suggested for this panel include, but not exclusively, the following questions: 
- The characterization of politikos. 
- The politikos education process. 
- The moral values of politikos. 
- Good and bad examples of politicians. 
- Greek and roman identity of politikos. 
- The physis of politikos. 
- Cultural elements in politikos’ portrait. 
- Politikos and his family or private life. 
- Politikos and his public life. 
 
 
Deadline for submission of abstracts: February 20, 2023. 
 
Accepted languages: English (preferably), Portuguese, French, and Spanish.  
 
We welcome the submission of abstracts to J. Pinheiro at joaquim.pinheiro@staff.uma.pt, Laurens van 
der Wiel at laurens.vanderwiel@kuleuven.be , and Renan Liparotti at rmliparotti@hotmail.com 
 
For more information, see https://cechfluc.wixsite.com/ccclassics2023 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Biographical notes: 
 
Joaquim Pinheiro 
I am associate professor, with habilitation, at University of Madeira (Faculty of Arts and Humanities) and 
integrated researcher at Centre for Classical and Humanistic Studies (University of Coimbra). Since June 
2021, I am the Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities. 
My research focuses is on the cultural, literary and textual analysis of the work of Plutarch and Greek 
authors of the imperial period. In recent years, I have participated in the following financed projects:  
- Gynecia: Rodericus a Castro Lusitanus and the ancient medical tradition about gynaecology and 
embryology [PTDC/FER-HFC/31187/2017]; 
- Rome our Home: (Auto)biographical Tradition and the Shaping of Identity(ies) [PTDC/LLT-
OUT/28431/2017]. 
 
 
Laurens van der Wiel 
 
I am a classicist focusing on early imperial Greek literature. After having obtained my master’s degree in 
2018 at the Catholic University of Leuven, I started my PhD at the same institute, as part of the research 
project “Longing for Perfection. Living the Perfect Life in Late Antiquity – A Journey Between Ideal and 
Reality”. In 2022, I defended my doctoral dissertation, entitled “An Opaque Mirror for Trajan. A Literary 
Analysis and Interpretation of Plutarch’s Regum et imperatorum apophthegmata” (supervisors: Geert 
Roskam and Joseph Verheyden). I am currently part of the project “Thinking of Thinking. Conceptual 
Metaphors of Cognition in the Plutarchan Corpus” at the University of Warsaw. 
 
Renan Liparotti 
 
I am Latin and Greek Lecturer in the Beijing Foreign Studies University and collaborator researcher at 
Centre for Classical and Humanistic Studies (University of Coimbra). I completed a master’s degree at the 
University of Coimbra, where I defended a dissertation about Plutarch’s work De Alexandri Magni fortuna 
aut virtute and a PhD at the University of Salerno, in cotutorship with the University of Coimbra, where I 
defended the thesis Plutarch and the theatre: a political and philosophical approach. My interests 
encompass Plutarch, ancient theatre, Greek literature, translation of Latin and Greek authors, didactic. 


